Civil Society Environment and ICTs Caucus, http://www.wsis.ethz.ch


On September 18th members of the Civil Society Environment and ICTs Caucus met and discussed proposed changes to the draft Plan of Action. Gabriele Hadl in particular (hedgehog@inbox.kyoto-inet.org-jp) presented her detailed proposal to add a qualifier to the ambitious Information Society goals in the B section, keeping them “in harmony with the principles of sustainable development.”

In the subsequent C. Section under Action Line 37 she proposed to add a reference to Millennium Goal 7 (“Ensure environmental sustainability) and “waste reduction” to the items.

The Caucus then approved the following Input on the Plan of Action language, in which new wording is underlined:
 
 
B) Objectives, Goals and Targets
 
	(ADD…)  The third phase would be met when all communities have access to and benefit from ICTs , with environmentally sustainable energy production and e-waste management.  
	l)  All of the above goals are to be achieved in harmony with the principles of sustainable development.

 
 
 
7. ICT Applications
 
      37. E-environment Environment and ICTs
[because the virtual environment needs to be distinguished from the physical environment]
Actions
[ Suggest merging a) and b) to an new a) as follows]
a)      Establish systems, using ICTs to forecast natural disasters, to monitor environmental impact and to prevent man-made disasters, with special attention to the needs of small islands.
b)     [Formerly c) ]  Governments and the private sector should develop different instruments that can will help to extract realize the maximum environmental benefits from ICTs and speed the development of sustainability solutions throughout society, in support of Millennium Goal 7.  These Proposed  instruments should be ready for implementation by 2005.
c)      [ Formerly d) ]  Government and the business community should initiate actions and implement projects and programmes for the environmentally safe disposal and recycling of discarded ICT hardware and parts, for environmentally sustainable production of hardware and energy, e-waste reduction, recycling and disposal.
 
 
39.    E-science  ICTs and Science
 
 
b) Provide long-term support for the systematic and efficient collection, 
preservation and provision of essential digital data, e.g. population and 
meteorological data, as well as data relating to natural heritage in all countries. 

[Suggest adding new action:]
d) Allocate funds for research on the environmental benefits and impacts of ICTs, and development of environmentally sustainable technologies, including e-waste strategies and renewable energies.
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